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I.- INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose and Overview

- The Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) is an inte-
grated NRC staff effort to annually collect available observations based
on a sampling review and evaluate licensee performance based on those
observations. The objective of the SALP is to improve the NRC regula-
tory program and licensee performance.

The assessment period is October 1,1982 through January 31, 1984.
The prior SALP assessment period was October 1,1981 through September
30, 1982.

Evaluation criteria used during the assessment are discussed in Section
III below. Each criterion was applied using the " Attributes for As-
sessment of Licensee Performance" contained in NRC Manual Chapter 0516.

B. SALP Board Members: R. Starostecki, Director, Division of Project
and Resident Programs (DPRP)

R. Bellamy, Radiological Protection Branch, DETP
J. Joyner, Chief, Nuclear Materials and

Safeguards Branch, DETP
R. Keimig, Chief, Projects Branch No. 3, DPRP
E. Conner, Chief, Reactor Projects Section 3B,

DPRP

J. Stolz, Chief, Operating Reactors Branch 4, NRR
J. Van Vliet, Operating Reactors Project Manager

(TMI-1),NRR
R. Conte, Senior Resident Inspector (TMI-1)

Other Attendees: F. Young, Resident Inspector (TMI-1)
J. Axelrad, Director, Enforcement Staff, IE
W Baunack, Project Engineer, DPRP, RI

C. Background
2

(1) Licensee Activities

Throughout the assessment period, the plant remained in a shutdown
condition per Commission Orders of July 2, 1979 and August 9, 1979.
From the beginning of this assessment period to June 1983, the
reactor coolant system (RCS) remained in a partial drain down con-
dition to support repair work in the Once Through Steam Generators
(OTSG). The major. activities completed were various restart mod-
ifications (primarily TMI-2 Lessons Learned - NUREG 0737) and 0TSG
repair work. This included testing and turnover of these modifi-
cations to plant staff.
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From June to September 1983, the major activity was post repair
testing associated with the OTSGs. During July 1983, the RCS was
filled, vented, and pressurized to permit operation of reactor
coolant pumps for the RCS Cleanup Process. This process used hy-
drogen peroxide as an oxidizing gent to convert various forms of
sulfur ions into sulfates, which could be removed by an ion ex-
change process. Preliminary review of cleanup results by the lic-
ensee indicated that the cleanup was effective in the removal of
a majority of the sulfur ions that caused the corrosion. The lic-
ensee initiated a special chemistry program for the RCS to inhibit
the reoccurrence of sulfur induced corrosion. The NRC staff found
this program acceptable (NUREG-1019).

In August 1983, the Director of NRR (Nuclear Reactor Regulation)
approved hot functional testing (HFT) by issuing License Amend-
ment No. 86. This amendment authorized RCS temperature to be above
250 F with reactor coolant pump heat in order to permit testing of
tubes repaired by the kinetic expansion repair process (NUREG-
1019). Primary evolutions in this HFT were thermal soaking of the
tubes and the conduct of various controlled heatups and cooldowns.
The licensee adjusted cooldown rates, within Technical Specifica-
tion limits, to obtain maximum stress on the tubes that could be
anticipated over the life of the plant. Preliminary review of
test results by the licensee indicated successful testing of the
repair process. There was no significant increase in RCS leakage
or tube leakage.

Between October 1983 and January 1984, the licensee continued
evaluation of OTSG test data and corrected minor equipment prob-
lems such as valve packing leaks identified during the HFT pericd.
Also the licensee decided to implement the Abnormal Transient
Operator Guidelines (ATOG) Program in accordance with NUREG 0737.

In January 1984, the Commission indicated that a restart decision
would not occur until June 1984. Accordingly, the licensee de-
cided to implement an outage mode to continue progress on NUREG
0737 items and other long term projects.

(2) Inspector Activities

Two resident inspectors were assigned to the site during the as-
sessment period. Special inspections or reviews were conducted
by region based inspectors and representatives from NRR.

Total NRC inspector hours were 6668 (resident and region based) for
the 16 month period. Distribution of inspection hours is shown in
Table 1. Table 2 is a list of inspection / review activities con-
ducted on site during the assessment period. Tables 3 and 4 are
a tabulation and summary of violations. Tables 5 and 6 are a tab-
ulation and summary of licensee event reports (LERs).

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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(3) Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) and Appeal Board~

(ASLAB) Activities

No. specific decisions were issued by the TMI-l Restart ASLB; but
the ASLAB for TMI-l Restart decided issues related to emergency
preparedness and procedures, design, and separation of the units.
The licensee initiated actions on the additional conditions for
restart recommended by these decisions and completed a majority
of these actions.

On September 8, 1983, the Commission issued a favorable partial
decision (CLI-83-22) on the acceptability of emergency prepared-
ness at TMI-1 pending NRC staff certification of Restart Hearing,
ASLB and ASLAB open items.

On August 31,1983, the ASLAB Decision No. 738 ordered the ASLB to
reopen the record on the management phase of the restart proceed-
ings to review the "Hartman Allegation" (apparent falsification of
RCS leakrate records at TMI-2) in more detail. By Commission or-
der, this reopened proceeding was stayed pending further filings
by the parties as to whether the reopened proceedings should be
stayed pending completion of the associated investigation work.

On August 5, 1983, the ASLB for Steam Generator Repair ordered a
hearing on the licensee's application for amendment to the operat-
ing license, dated May 9, 1983. A prehearing conference occurred
on October 17, 1983 to hear oral arguments for the various sub-
mitted contentions. Subseouently, the NRC staff determined that
the repair process was not a significant hazard consideration. A
hearing on this issue is dependent on the staff's significant haz-
ard determination and the Commission's decision on that determin-
ation. .The Commission did not decide to approve or disapprove the
staff's determination. Accordingly, whether the hearing is before
or after restart was not decided.

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ .
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II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

FUNCTIONAL AREAS THREE MILE ISLAND UNIT 1
CATEGORY CATEGORY CATEGORY

1 2 3
.

A. Plant Operation s (Shutdown Mode) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .X
B. Radiological Controls.......................X

. Radiation Protection
Radioactive Waste Management
Effluent Control and Monitoring

* Transportation
C. Maintenance.................................X
D. Surveillance................................X

(Including Inservice and Preoperational Testing)
E . Fi re P ro tect i o n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X
F. Emergency Preparedness......................X
G. Security and Safeguards.....................X
H. Quality Assurance / Control...................X
I . Design Engineeri ng and Modi fication. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .X
J . Li cen s i n g Acti vi ti e s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X

_0verview

This assessment is based on licensee performance over a period when the plant was
shutdown, but during which sufficient evolutions took place (several of which were
significant) to provide valid indications of the adequacy and effectiveness of
management controls, application of resources, training of personnel, etc. Acti-
vities during this period included plant modifications, preventive maintenance,
special testing and activities related to 10 CFR 50, Appendix R (Fire Protection).
In addition, a unique steam generator tube repair process was implemented that in-
volved aspects of design engineering, radiation control, maintenance, testing,
QA/QC and licensing. Overall, the repairs were conducted in a disciplined and
technically competent manner.

During this assessment period, the increase in operations activities provided a
broader base to assess performance in the area of Plant Operations. Although

- several improvements in performance were evident, compared with the last assess-
ment, some weaknesses were identified ir. supervising performance, in personnel
adherence to procedures and in the adequacy of procedures and procedure reviews.

In the areas of Design, Engineering, and Modifications and Licensing Activities,
licensee management continued to exhibit conservatism in the resolution of tech-
nical issues. The extensive resources needed to complete the OTSG repairs af-
fected the licensee's performance in certain engineering work not related to the

. 0TSG repair process. Although the licensee's staff is professional and techni-
cally competent, poor interdepartment communications apparently was a factor in
this weak performance.

1
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Pe'rformance in other areas was generally strong. In particular, improvements were
evident in the areas of Radiological Controls, Emergency Preparedness and Main-
tenance during this assessment period.

Overall, this assessment found that the licensee is continuing to devote consi-
t derable resources to improve performance in all areas of the organization. Man-

agement attention in identifying and correcting weaknesses is apparent from lic-
ensee initiatives noted in the various areas reviewed. Management's commitment
to safety is also apparent from their extensive commitment to personnel training,

F the continuing efforts to staff the organization with highly technical, competent
personnel, and the implementation of a stringent policy regarding procedural ad-
herence.

!
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III. Criteria

The following evaluation criteria were applied to each functional area:

1. Management involvement in assuring quality.
2. Approach to resolution of technical issues from a safety standpoint.
3. Responsiveness to NRC initiatives.
4. Enforcement history.
5. Reporting and analysis of reportable events.
6. Staffing (including management).
7. Training effectiveness and qualification.

To provide consistent evaluation of licensee performance, attributes asso-
ciated with each criterion and describing the characteristics applicable to
Categories 1, 2, and 3 performance were applied as discussed in NRC Manual
Chapter 0516, Part II and Table 1.

The SALP Board conclusions were categorized as follows:

Category 1: Reduced NRC attention may be appropriate. Licensee manage-
ment attention and involvement are aggressive and oriented toward nuclear
safety; licensee resources are ample and effectively used such that a high
level of performance with respect to operational safety or construction is
being achieved.

Category 2: NRC attention should be maintained at normal levels. Licen-
see management attention and involvement are evident and are concerned with
nuclear safety; licensee resources are adequate and are reasonably effective
such that satisfactory performance with respect to operational safety or
construction is being achieved.

Category 3: Both NRC and licensee attention should be increased. Licen-
see management attention or involvement is acceptable and considers nuclear
safety, but weaknesses are evident; licensee resources appeared strained or

i
not effectively used such that minimally satisfactory performance with re-
spect to operational safety and construction is being achieved,

t
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p IV. Performance Analysis

A. Plant Operations (Shutdown Mode)

In addition to plant operational inspections by the resident inspectors,
region based inspectors reviewed the following specific areas: policy
and procedural controls including procedure implementation; corrective

L action system with respect to previous inspection findings and licensee
; event reports; training program and implementation; and safety review

functions.

In comparing the previous assessment period to this period, licensee
performance continued to be oriented toward nuclear safety, but some
unexpected performance problems were encountered. These problems were'

noted primarily during the Hot Functional Testing (HFT) when several
; procedure nonadherences occurred over a relatively short period of time.

The well established policies, program and procedural controls continued
during this assessment period. These included continued use of various
licensee initiatives for performance improvement. However, when overall

; performance is assessed, including the procedural problems during HFT,
| it is not consistent with past performance.
|

The administrative policies and procedures pertaining to conduct of
operations are well stated and cover areas from individual dress codes
to handling of highly technical problems. These procedures are dis-

f seminated throughout the plant and are apparently well understood by
individual workers. They reflect a resolve to instill a sense of pro-
fessionalism in personnel. The administrative procedures include good
management concepts such as prioritizing, planning, analysis and post
event critiques. Individuals generally use these concepts in an effec-

i tive manner. Also, the facility procedures reflect a strong licensee
commitment with respect to second verification of safety related valve
lineups and restoration of safety equipment to normal. Overall i.he
licensee's policies and procedures applicable to operations are quite
good.

Although these policies and procedures existed for HFT operations, there
were procedural adherence problems, primarily errors by nonlicensed
personnel. Significant examples were two containment isolation valves
which were found open by the licensee and three instances of valves in'

important-to-safety systems found in improper positions. Licensee per-
sonnel involved with these errors indicated a lack of attention to de-
tail or thoroughness in task implementation. Contributing factors were:
intermediate and upper management not focusing on the number and nature
of these occurrences early in the HFT and, to a certain extent, the pace
and number of activities during the hot functional testing period. The
licensee's planned or corrective actions taken for these problems, such
as disciplinary action, additional training, and procedure revisions
appear to be acceptable.

|

|

L
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Extensive NRC inspections of the licensee's corrective action system
occurred during this assessment period. Numerous restart issues which
included licensee action on previous inspection findings and licensee
event reports were reviewed. The licensee demonstrated a good under-
standing of the technical and managerial issues. The open management
issues associated with the " inspector views" item from the restart
hearing were satisfactorily resolved during this period. The technical
resolution of findings from the NRC Control Room Human Factor Review
contributed to enhancing the margin of safety for pending plant oper-
ation. There was positive feedback from operators on these control
room improvements. The licensee's self-initiated Back-shift Management
Tours indicates the licensee's desire to uncover problems and correct
them properly. Licensee Event Reports (LERs) include an in-depth in-
vestigation into underlying causes with appropriate corrective action
planned and implemented. Special reports were submitted to the NRC by
the licensee to keep the NRC abreast of potentially generic and other
issues. The corrective action system provides technically sound resol-
utions and appears to be effective.

However, NRC inspections later in the assessment indicated that some
corrective actions were not completed by the commitment dates. Two
examples were the cleanliness flush of the Decay Heat / Core Flood Leak
Detection System and resolution of the issue involving the apparent
failure to perform independent safety review of LERs. The licensee's
computer system for tracking commitments is extensive and specifically
identifies such things as the nature of items, responsible individuals
and completion date. However, it appears that individuals are not
checking the system as often as they should.

The NRC staff analysis of LERs submitted during the period identified
related events pertaining to instrumentation failures (see Section V.A).
Most of these LERs dealt with 'the inoperability of both the Liquid Ef-
fluent Radiation Monitor (RM-L7) and the Hays Gas Analyzer. In both
cases, the licensee found the reliability of these instruments to be
unsatisfactory and is in the process of upgrading the equipment. The
manner in which the licensee dealt with the technical resolution of
these and other LERs demonstrates a resolve to improve personnel and
equipment performance.

Licensee technical and safety review functions were reviewed by NRC
during this period with special focus given to licensee initiatives in
th'r area, that is, the Plant Review Group (PRG) and the General Office
Review Board (G0RB). The. licensee's system for review of procedures
and events (that may lead to LERs or indicate technical problems, mod-
ifications or significant violations) uses a wide variety of technical
expertise at both the corporate and site level. The TS required tech-
nical/ safety reviews appears to be effective, although some difficulties
were experienced by the licensee in producing high quality procedures
in certain instances. The procedure for the Krypton injection process
should have been more comprehensive in requiring checking of flow path
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and boundary isolation valves. Although more attention to detail was
warranted in the review process for this procedure and in some other
instances, they are viewed as isolated cases and not indicative of a
programmatic problem. The PGR and the GORB are not required by techni-
cal specifications, but were initiated by the licensee to enhance plant
operational safety. They are effective in implementing their charters
and in keeping management apprised of their assessment.

More recently a problem was identified with the independent safety re-
views of LERs as required by TS. While detailed safety review of LERs
were conducted, it was not accomplished in strict compliance with the
TS with respect to the independence and scope of review. This was due
to an oversight when the lower tier procedure, which implemented this
TS requirement, was prepared. This procedure did not specifically in-
clude LERs, but did include all other TS required matters for indepen-
dent review.

The licensee's training program is extensive. The general employee
training program attempts to instill a high regard for quality in all
workers at TMI-1. A large number of dedicated training personnel, de-
tailed procedures, specialized manuals, technical courses, and well
maintained and retrievable records reflect a high degree of management
attention to implementation of the training program. Control proce-
dures established last year in response to ASLB Partial Initial Deci-
sions on the Reopened Proceeding on Cheating were well thought out and
properly implemented. Interfacing between the plant staff and the
training staff is evident with frequent feedback of practical informa-
tion into the training program. Personnel training on the numerous
restart modifications was found to be generally well developed, timely
and supplemented by training briefs prepared and presented by the Oper-
ations Department. These briefs were initiated by the licensee and
demonstrate a desire to ensure the plant staff's knowledge of the num-
erous restart modifications. The training program does not appear to
be a factor in the poor individual performance noted in the procedure
nonadherence events discussed above.

Overall, the licensee's programs in the area of plant operations are
acceptable and are oriented toward nuclear safety. There were some
procedure adherence deficiencies during this period. Additional man-
agement ettention should be devoted to the scheduling and monitoring of
unique activities. The licensee has a good corrective action system,
is capable of identifying internal problems, and initiates appropriate
corrective action in a timely manner. A positive safety oriented char-
acteristic of the licensee's management is its continuing self analysis
utilizing self initiated safety review groups and routine and special
monitoring by plant, corporate personnel and outside consultants.

Conclusion

Category 2
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Recommendation

' Maintain two resident inspectors for routine inspections of licensee
performance. Provide additional inspection resources to monitor per-
sonnel performance during changing plant conditions from precperational
and startup testing power conditions. Implement an augmented inspec-
-tion ~ program for~ restart, if and when permitted.

. . _.
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B. Radiological Controls

During the' current assessment period, specialist inspectors conducted four
programmatic: inspections covering radiation protection, waste management,
and affluent and environmental contrcls. The resident inspectors conducted
routine review:of program implementation.

In comparing the previous assessment period to this period, licensee perfor-
mance improved and was aggressive with respect to radiation protectior, ef-'

fluent control, and waste management. The licensee handling of NRC viola-
tions improved during this assessment period. Although there was the poten-,

- tial .for an overexposure in a high radiation arca during this assessment,
licensee management acted' appropriately to idertify the underlying causes of
the event and took disciplinary action when they determined thet there was
personnel carelessness. The high radiation area programmatic improvements
noted in the last assessment were effective during this assessment in pre-
' venting any overexposure. Good radiation protection control continued in
the.0TSG repair process.

a

Radiation Protectionm

The licensee has established a Radiation Protection Program consisting of
K well defined policies which are widely disseminated and require strict ad-

herence with detailed procedures. Personnel radiation exposure and contami-
nation during various activities were minimized through a strorg program that
emphasized pre-job planning'and training through the use of mockups as well
.as effective use of shielding. There was one potentially significant expo-

''sure event during this assessment period involving the handling of a solid-
' -ified spent resin liner which resulted from workers not following certain

line items.in the procedures. (The worker's quarterly exposure for this
event were'within the licensee's administratively controlled limits which
are conservative relative to federal limits).. Extensive and prompt manage-
ment attention was'given to this event as evidenced by the special manage-
ment directed investigation of'the event. It concluded that the underlying
cause was human error compounded by ccmplacency and poor supervision. Cor-
rective actions by the licensee following this event were quite thorough and
included disciplinary measures.

Although other problems were . identified during reviews'of the licensee's
system of Radiological Deficiency Reports (RDR) and Radiological Investiga-
tion Reports (RIR), these reports are, in general, a very positive element
of the licensee's program in that they identify problem areas promptly and
ensure corrective actions #. The systen is extensively used by workers and
receives thorough review by management. Lessons learne'd in the review pro-
cess are promptly and effectively implemented in an effort to improve the
overall program, m

The exposure control program included major hardware improvements during
this assessment period, such as " state of art" Panasonic beta gamma thermo-
luminescent dosimetry (TLD) Program, Rem On-Line RWP (Radiation Work Permit)

;

,,w-_--- - . - , . -
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Computer and Digital Dosimeter program. The new TLD program demonstrates
strong initiative by the licensee, through a contractor, to research, de-
velop, test, and implement a state-of-the-art system. The Rem On-Line RWP
Computer has provided better control of access to RWP areas by having the
current exposure record of all personnel readily available at access points.

The licensee's radiological controls staffing is adequate with only an occa-
sional work backlog noted. Adequate resources were provided to cover the
OTSG repair along with other concurrent radiological jobs in the plant.
Dedicated HP technicians and a radiological engineer were effective in con-
trol of the OTSG work.

Radiological training for personnel is well-defined and implemented with
dedicated resources. Specialized radiological training was provided to OTSG
workers. The quality of this training was excellent. Similarly, excellent
general and other specialized radiation protection training for all employees
demonstrates the licensee's resolve to protect its employees and contractor
personnel.

In summary, licensee management demonstrates a high degree of concern about
worker radiation protection. Well defined policies and procedures exist and
there is consistent evidence that management expects adherence to them. Al-
though some radiological procedure adherence problems did occur, the licen-
see demonstrated an ability to identify problems promptly and take appropri-
ate corrective action. Extensive resources are applied to this area. There
is also consistent evidence that the licensee is striving to improve the
program and its implementation.

Radioactive Waste Management

The licensee implemented positive steps to minimize the amount of radioactive
waste generated at TMI-1. Waste management is a topic in the daily planning
meetings which has proven to be beneficial. Dedicated resources are provided
to this effort from the Plant Operations Department. The radwaste group is
aggressive in peforming their responsibilities and it is staffed with tech-
nically competent pesonnel. Managerial issues associated with the leakage
reduction program for systems outside containment (NUREG-0737 requirement)
and the plant ventilation systems were satisfactorily resolved during this
assessment period.

Another positive licensee action in this area is a new decontamination fac-
ility which was made operational during the latter part of this assessment
period. It is expected that this facility will serve to further reduce the
amount of radioactive waste generated. The licensee also has under consi-
deration plans for an on site low-level radioactive waste storage (interim)
facility.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Effl'u'cif/ Mc61toring and Control

During#the assessme>t<perio'd,"th( licensee completed the installation of
extended-rangk' effluent ncble gas' monitors and expanded capabilities for

' particulate / iodine samplinj in.accordance with NUREG-0737. Problems with
the adeq'uacy of" vendor s'upplied calibration data for the noble gas monitar,

Nhich resulted in excessive delays in the, final installation of those e n4'*

tors, Jere aggressively pursued'by the . licensee. The problem was resolved
'by obtaining the services.of another vendor. The licensee satisfactorily <

implemented these 0737 items. --

-
.. . .

Minor problems'were identified i~nvolving failure to have a . calibration pro-
cedure.for the liquid effluent composite sampler or a formally approved
operating procedure for the sampler. Procedures were intended to be issued
by the_ licensed, but through''an adainistrative oversight, the'' sampler was
declar,ed, operable bef,o,re the procedures were issued. The gampler system
reprasented' initiative on the pact of the ifcensee to imp' rove the quantifi-

'

cation of effluent isotopes.
_ - a

- s -

,

Certain QA measures for effluent' monitoring w/gre,also'.foun'd not fully imple-
mented in that the licensen failed to submit N mple analyses for appropriate
quality control review of the data. Althoug (ireplant'radiuchemistry con-
trols wire' strong and included such reviewy siinilar measures had not been
appliedtoallaspectsofefflv,entmonitoring. (In plan.tgadiochemistry in-~

volves planttchemistry personnel under the Operations Department; however,
- effluent radiochemistry involves radiological controls personnel). The lic-

. ensee committed to consolidate in plant and effluent radiochemistry activi-
ties. *Q ;

*
a,

, y ' , -?

Transportationj/ f
i :'

,

/'All TMI-l generated solid waste is transferred to the TMI-2 site for pro-
.ce,ssing, packaging, and shipment offsite; Accardingly, this area was not
reviewedfogMI-1. , ,

,,

1, .,a , y
Conclusion '

j
i -

,,,~.,
,

'r .Category 1, .
.

., ,
o - ., .

Recommendatio h[ , . ~,' .; *
'

, ,

;y p :.sa ~.
Reduce.NRC itthttion durir.g shutdown status.*'Inchease NRC attention during

,

startup testing et power operations.
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C. Maintenance

Inspections by regional specialists included a review of the maintenance
program and followup of an outstanding inspection finding. Resident inspec-
tors monitored ongoing maintenance activities during routine inspections.
Additionally, inspections of the maintenance aspects of the OTSG repair
program were conducted. Inspection time expended in the OTSG activity is
included in the design, engineering, and modification area.

Comparing this assessment period to the previous period, licensee performance
improved indicating continued management attention to planning and prioriti-
zation. Documentation of maintenance activities and post-rbpair testing
improved noticeably as did efforts to resolve outstanding issues from the

. restart hearing. The licensee increased control of contractor performance
of work with respect to procedure adherence. The licensee now has a viable,
consistent, and controlled Q-list from which parts are purchased. Appropri-
ate management attention to this area has resulted in continued performance
improvements.

Maintenance supervisors and managers are frequently observed in the plant
monitoring activities. Maintenance activities are planned and assigned pri-
orities during daily planning meetings with key Plant Engineers, Health
Physicists, and Operations personnel. By integrating other plant department
personnel in these meetings, the Maintenance Department is able to schedule
and compir.te needed maintenance in a more timely fashion. As an additional
measure to improve the control of maintenance activities, the licensee has
assigned a dedicated individual to provide feedback into the priority sched-
uling process. Management attention is very evident in this area.

Administrative controls for the conduct of safety-related maintenance are
well established and disseminated to plant personnel. Maintenance personnel
have implemented appropriate procedures for safety-related maintenance. The
procedures contain appropriate quality assurance elements and post mainten-
ance test requirements and criteria. Records are complete and well main-
tained. The licensee is currently upgrading existing practices for main-
taining the quality of all stored items. Procurement of safety-related
equipment is well controlled and documented in conformance with the quality
assurance program. Management attention to this area is apparent from the
understanding and implementation control of procedures by all department
personnel.

Another positive management initiative relates to maintenance being conducted
on a shift basis with six rotating shifts established to provide for person-
nel training and relief. Staffing is adequate to maintain this program and
management attention to this staffing level is evident.

The licensee is very responsive to NRC concerns. Resolutions are normally
thorough, prompt and receive appropriate managerial level review. This is
directly attributed to middle management initiative and knowledge of the

.
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plant. A significant outstanding issue noted in the last assessment
period - finalization of the licensee's quality control equipment list (Q-
list) - was resolved during this assessment period.

The OTSG repair program was a major activity during this assessment period
and involved a large portion of the licensee's maintenance staff as well as
contract personnel who implemented many aspects of the maintenance program.
The licensee's performance of this activity provided integration of various
aspects of the maintenance program. The unique nature of the activity re-
quired the licensee to develop special training programs and to establish
specific qualification criteria for the personnel involved. The licensee's
preparatory work was highly successful in effecting OTSG repair while keeping
radiation exposure to a minimum. Personnel performance relative to compli-
ance with established administrative controls was censidered excellent. This
is attributed to close supervision of activities within the maintenance de-
partment. Unanticipated probl. ems were handled promptly and competently, when
they occurred, and were escalated to appropriate levels of management for
review and approval of their resolution. In the aggregate, the conduct of
the OTSG repair process demonstrated the soundness of the licensee's main-
tenance program.

Overall, the maintenance program is well established, implemented, and ade-
quately staffed. Management attention and involvement is avident in all
aspects of the program. '

Conclusion

Category 1

Recommendation

Continue routine monitoring of maintenance activities.

--
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D. Preoperational/ Surveillance Testing

Multiple inspections of the preoperational and startup test program includ-
ing procedures were conducted by region based inspectors. In addition, fre-
quent preoperational and limited surveillance testing reviews were conducted
by resident inspectors.

Comparing the previous assessment period to this peric , licensee performance
continued to be excellent with well established programs and adequate test
procedures. Procedural improvements were noted with the resolution of various
NRC outstanding issues during this assessment period. The surveillance pro-
gram continued to complement the preoperatibnal test program by maintaining
equipment in a state of readiness for restar . Management attention and
involvement continued to be aggressive in this area.

The licensee continued to implement a special preoperational test program for
facility modifications in support of TMI-1 restart. To control and oversee
the test program, the test organization formed a test working group (TWG)
comprising representatives from the NSSS, design contractor, corporate plant
analysis, test engineering, plant operations, and plant engineering. The TWG
was often able to recognize and resolve interface problems before they oc-
curred. Also, because of the composition of the group, technical problems
were identified, and before impacting upon the test, were thoroughly and
promptly resolved. Interface with the department responsible for correcting
deficiencies was effective because of the TWG representative from other in-
volved departments. This also expedited the correction of deficiencies. A
review of the qualification of TWG members found that they all exceeded min-
imum regulatory requirements. Management's implementation of this program
leads to a positive performance assessment.

The preoperational test program was implemented smoothly due to the experi-
enced staff whose positions, authorities, and responsibilities were clearly
defined and understood. This resulted from early management involvement in
the program. The test schedule was integrated with other plant activities
during the daily planning meetings. This minimized conflicts in the work
activities of the various plant departments. Since there were no extensive
modifications to the electrical distribution system (EDS), preoperational J

testing of this system was not performed. However, the surveillance and
preventive maintenance programs compensated for this by periodic testing and
inspection (although not required by TS) that maintained the EDS equipment
in a state of readiness for restart.

The surveillance and calibration program is implemented using a computerized
scheduling system for routine surveillances and supplemented with a manual
system for nonroutine surveillances. These schedules are reviewed and uti-
lized by each department in producing their work list to assure that all
required surveillances are performed in a timely manner. The daily planning'

meetings also serve to minimize conflicts in the scheduling and conduct of
surveillances. Surveillance procedures are consistent with the licensee's
administrative controls and current technical specification requirements.

;_.
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The' measurement and test equipment program is well established, staffed, and
implemented. Technicians are familiar with the equipment and program re-
quirements. Equipment is well maintained and defective equipment is promptly
serviced. Management and technicians responsible for the program are know-
ledgeable, dedicated personnel with a good attitude toward proper program
implementation. Management's efforts in this area are also apparent.

Overall, the preoperational/ surveillance test programs are well established,
staffed with technically competent and experienced personnel, and properly

limp emented. This is evidence of a high degree of management attention and
- resource commitment.

Conclusion

Category 1

Recommendation

Continue coverage of the preoperational test program; maintain routine
inspection of surveillance testing.

,

l
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E. Fire Protection and Housekeeping

Two inspections of the facility fire protection / prevention program were con-
ducted by region based inspectors. Also, resident inspections monitored
housekeeping and implementation of routine fire protection measures.

Comparing this assessment period to the previous period, licensee performance
continued to be excellent. Plant cleanliness remains a notable achievement.
L1censee initiative in fire protection improvements was consistent with reg-
ulatory requirements. Plant personnel have been effective in plant fire
safety. Management attentfor and involvement remains aggressive in this
area.

Administrative and implementing procedures are well thought out and explicit
controls are established, with associated records complete and well main-
tained. In general, fire protection equipment is well maintained.

The plant is kept clean and free of combustible and uncontrolled ignition
sources. Management is noted to be especially attentive to the housekeeping
practices as evidenced by their frequent tours of the plant which include
tours of radiologically controlled areas to personally view conditions.
Corrective actions are taken when housekeeping deficiencies are identified
by the plant staff. The aggressive attitude toward good housekeeping and
fire safety continues to be a positive contribution to plant and personnel
safety and promotes a good attitude on the part of workers to maintain a good
work environment.

Fire brigade training was reviewed during this assessment period along with
10 CFR 50 Appendix R modifications. The licensee's attention to these re-
quirements demonstrate a sincere desire to understand and effectively imple-
ment the technical issues of Appendix R. In general, there was good commu-
nications with the NRC. However, there was a misunderstanding, on the lic-
ensee's part, of quarterly training requirements for brigade members. The
training was scheduled for a two year cycle with an ambitious goal of quali-
|fying most of the plant staff as fire brigade members. The licensee's posi-
tion was that fires, however small, could spread quickly; and, thus, a large
rumber of fire fighters was desirable. Due to the resultant large number of
brigade members, the licensee's goal was not achievable consistent with NRC
quarterly training requirements. Corrective action was initiated to reduce
the size of the brigade to facilitate implementation of training requirements
on a quarterly basis. In the past, fire brigade members were effective in
stopping several small fires at the plant before outside assistance arrived.

'

In response to-fire barrier seal degradation (shrinking with age), the lic-
ensee increased their surveillance of the seals. They will repair the seals
when found defective. This is considered to be an acceptable approach.

Overall, the licensee's attitude toward fire protection and housekeeping is
aggressive, oriented to fire safety and is indicative of management atten-

. tion.
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Conclusion

Category 1

Recommendation

. Maintain fire protection inspection coverage includin; the 10 CFR 50 Appen-
dix R review during the Cycle 6 refueling outage.

e

w...
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F. Emergency Preparedness

Several inspections by region based inspectors were conducted to evaluate
licensee actions to correct previously identified items. Modifications to
emergency facilities were reviewed to determine progress in meeting the cri-
teria delineated in NUREG-0696 and NUREG-0737, Supplement 1. A management
meeting was held in December 1982 to better understand the licensee's con-
cepts relative to organization, manning and communication in thic area.

Comparing the last assessment period to this period, licensee performance
continued to be very good and oriented toward protecting public health and
safety. The inadvertent siren actuation problem was actively pursued and
resolved. The l'censee continued to expend considerable efforts and re-
sources in upgrading the emergency facilities. The Emergency Preparedness
Department continued functioning effectively as a corporate based organiza-
tion. Licensee performance during the annual exercise improved over previous
exercises.

Duringthisassessmentperiod,anewEmergencyOffsiteFacility[ EOF)was
constructed and made operational. It provides improved facilities for emer-
gency response. The Technical Support Center (TSC) was redesigned to increase
work spaces and to alleviate the over-crowding situation identified in pre-
vious drills. Additionally, seismically designed walls were installed around
the work spaces within the TSC to prevent damage to adjacent safety related
equipment in the event of a seismic event. With improvements to the Prompt
Notification (Siren) System, the licensee has in place a viable administra-
tive and physical means to alert and provide prompt instructions to the pub-
lic within the Emergency Planning Zone. Tnese actions to upgrade the emer-
gency facilities were aggressively pursued. They demonstrated management's
willingness to expend significant resources in the interest of emergency
preparedness.

All levels of management have received substantial formal training in Emer-
gency Preparedness by dedicated training personnel on the licensee's staff.
The training material was current and reflected lessons learned from cri-
tiques of previous emergency drills. Perwdically, the licensee provided
emergency response training to local police, fire, and ambulance personnel
as part of the program. Additionally, the licensee assisted the Commonwealth

.

of Pennsylvania in developing and distributing pamphlets containing emergency
' instructions to farmers in the area. The training program was thorough, well

implemented, and oriented toward public safety.

All of the unresolved emergency planning issues from the August 1982 exercise
and the outstanding issues from ASLB and ASLAB decisions were satisfactorily
resolved in advance of the recent favorable Commission decision on the ac-
ceptability of this area. Management attention toward resolution of those
issues was apparent.

The November 16, 1983 annual exercise indicated significant improvement from
the 1982 exercise. Licensee management demonstrated a thorough understand-
ing of previously identified deficiencies and was responsive in getting them

_ _ , _ -.
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corrected. Additional improvements can be made in the areas of information
flow, response implementation, and scenario development. The licensee's
emergency preparedness program is supported by all levels of management and
is adequate to protect public health and safety.

Conclusion

Category 1

Recommendations

None.
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G. Security and Safeguards

Two physical protection inspections were performed during the assessment
period by region based inspectors. Routine review of program implementation
was conducted by the resident inspectors. The licensee identified and re-
ported a Severity Level III violation to Region I.

Comparing the last assessment period to this period, licensee performance
continued to be aggressive toward protecting the facility. The security
program was improved by effective procedures being implemented. Licensee
management continued to demonstrate initiative in problem identification and
corrective action. Events were thoroughly reviewed with adequate follow-up
reports. Management resources, both on site and at the corporate level, were
adequate to administer the program.

The Severity Level III violation reported to Region I by the licensee in-
volved failure to control safeguards information. The licensee's corrective
actions were prompt and effective. Also, the licensee submitted two Secur-
ity Event Reports pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR 73.71 during the
assessment period. The descriptions of the events and corrective actions
taken were thorough.

Management involvement with the security program was evident in several
areas. First, corporate management conducts an annual audit of site secu-
ity activities. The audit was comprehensive and included thorough review
of security plan commitments. In addition to the corporate audit program,
GPUN has developed a self-inspection program intended to enhance the effec-
tiveness of the security program at the reactor sites. Inspections by sup-
ervisors were routinely conducted and the findings reported to site and cor-
porate management for corrective action. Corrective actions resulting from
audit findings were timely and effective.

Second, security management conducted reviews of the implementing procedures
for the security, contingency, and guard training and qualification plans.
The procedures were periodically revised and upgraded to increase their ef-
fectiveness. Procedures and changes to the procedures were reviewed and ap-
proved by the Plant Review Group, the Security Department, and corporate
management, indicating management coordination with and responsiveness to
other site organizations. Resolution of security issues was timely and tech-
nically sound.

Third, ongoing improvements in the security program were indicative of man-
agement. involvement. Recent initiatives included the following:

The computerized access control system has been significantly improved--

"

during this period.

Initial testing of a new intrusion detection system was complete.--
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Portal alarms were~ installed in the Fuel Handling Building to enhance--

security of physical separation between Unit I and 2.

-- :The number.of security shift supervisory positions was increased in
order to improve line supervision of the security force.,

Key security-positions were identified and duties / responsibilities well de-
fined. Security records wtre complete, well maintained, and readily avail-
able. Security personnel are knowledgeable of their duties. The Guard
Training and Qualification Program for Units 1 and 2 is progressing on sche-
dule with minimal difficulty. Classroom instructions were highly profes-
sional. A well defined program is implemented by dedicated personnel.

Conclusion

-Category 1

Recommendation

None.

9
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H. Quality Assurance / Control

A special review of the Quality Assurance / Quality Control (QA/QC) Program and
-the licensee's evaluation of program effectiveness was conducted by region
based inspectors. Program implementation was reviewed by the resident in-
spectors.

Comparing the previous assessment period to this period, licensee performance
continued to be excellent and aggressive in the implementation of the Qual-
ity Assurance Program. Strong high level management support was readily
apparent. The unique three levels of review (quality control, monitoring
and audits) continued and was complemented by additional licensee initi-
atives. The QA department continued to be effective as a corporate based
function with the audit group independent of the QC and monitoring functions.
Licensee self analysis of the QA program continued and is a positive char-
acteristic of the organization.

The QA program is well defined and implemented. Frequently scheduled audits
and monitoring activities complement the QC functions. Audits are thorough
and timely. The monitoring program is aggressive and ensures proper program
implementation. A licensee initiative in this area is the addition of a QA
monitor on each shift to review procedure adherence. Reports are timely and
distributed to appropriate senior management and review groups within and
outside the QA department. Corporate QA management is frequently involved
in site activities. Records are complete, well maintained, and readily
available. The staff is experienced, technically competent, and sufficient
to perform the functions documented in the QA plan. When specialized qual-
ity control expertise is required and not available on the licensee's staff,
the needed expertise is obtainec through contracted services to ensure that
qualified personnel are used. An example of the licensee's strong commitment
to quality assurance was evident in the OTSG repairs which resulted in a high
degree of confidence that the repair process met the required specifications
and standards. During the repairs, a system of checks and balances was es-
tablished to assure the accuracy of the computerized tube crack data base on
a per tube basis (approximately 31,000 tubes). This system contributed to
the successful OTSG repairs demonstrating the effectiveness of this aspect
of the licensee's QA program.

Material Non Conformance and Quality Deficiency Reports are used extensively
and receive wide distribution, especially to upper levels of management. The
system is timely and appears to be effective as evidenced by prompt followup
on unsatisfactory audit findings by the affected groups. A review of QA
records indicated steadily decreasing instances of identified procedure
problems, particularly failures to follow established procedures. This is
reflective of increasing quality awarenes:, of licensee personnel.

Trending and analysis of QA findings by the QA Department continues to im-
prove as a result of management's commitment to this program of performance
enhancement. However, the analysis for 1982 could have been improved with
more meaningful assesment of adverse trends. Upper management's support of

- - , _ -. . . . _ . _ - -.
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|

the self analysis program is apparent from the attention paid to the more
frequent audit of QA findings performed by the QA Systems Engineering Group,

| the wide distribution of these reports,_ management's awareness of the con-
| tents of the reports, and re-emphasis as a result of the findings.

The licensee's commitment to the_QA/QC program is also apparent from the cc-
operation and extensive interface between the QA department and plant per-
sonnel. For example, the Vice President of TMI-1 requested QA to audit the

i procedures area to verify commitments made to the NRC subsequent to the TMI-2
accident prior to submitting a status report to the NRC. The QA audit iden-
tified some oversights.that were satisfactorily resolved prior to NRC in-
spection in the area. It appears that all plant personnel have a high re-
gard for the QA/QC organization which has instilled a high respect for qual-
ity throughout the work force.

Conclusion

Category 1

Recommendation

|
None.

.
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I. Design, Engineering and Modification

Inspections in this area were routinely conducted by region-based and resi-
dent inspectors. One programmatic inspection in this area was conducted by
region based inspectors'.

In comparing the last assessment period to this period, licensee performance
continued to be oriented toward nuclear safety. Some problems in interde-
partmental communications continued to manifest themselves. The OTSG repair
design work was given a high degree of management attention. Consequently,
other areas of plant modifications received less management attention. This
lower level of attention, combined with weaknesses in the area of drawing
control for modification work, led to some identified problems and subsequent
licensee management followup. Licensee communication problems continued to
affect this functional area.

The licensee's approach to the resolution of technical issues from a safety
standpoint exhibited conservatism: in certain areas, proposed modifications
exceeded regulatory requirements. This was noted in the OTSG repair and
licensee's corrective actions associated with the Loss of Non-Nuclear In-
strumentation issue. Most design work was technically correct; but, in cer-
tain instances, problems in constructability and the timely resolution of
unforeseen design problems affected operability of equipment. This was noted
on the modification for the EFW sonic flow devices and saturation margin
monitor. Some modifications turned over to the plant staff had at least one
significant work list item left open at the time of the NRC inspection. If

restart had occurred on previously projected dates, these problems would have
significantly affected the NRC staff's certification efforts. The indicated
underlying causes of these problems were: weak interdepartment communica-
tions with the NRC staff regarding the readiness for review of certain re-
start modifications; licensee emphasis on stated commitments with reluctance
to request changes when found to be impractical; and, reduced management at-
tention to lower priority modifications relative to the OTSG repair.

-The licensee's system to implement modifications to the plant is generally
acceptable. Most of the major physical modifications are made by a contrac-
tor. Good interface between the contractor's and licensee's organizations
is evident by the conduct of frequent onsite construction meetings which
involve the licensee's engineering, quality assurance, and procurement staffs
and the contractor. These meetings are held to prioritize schedule and as-
sign responsibilities for work, and to obtain resolution of any identified
problems. Management's involvement in these project status meetings re-
sulted in the identification of incomplete work items and nonconformances
prior to turnover to the plant. However, there were instances when NRC in-
spectors found failures to properly install pipe supports for the EFW system
and to properly establish system cleanliness of the Decay Heat Check Valve
-Leak Detection System in accordance with instructions. Considering the fact
that the licensee QA/QC program is effective in detecting similar implemen-
tation deficiencies, as evidenced by review of QA nonconformance reports, it
is not expected that the NRC identified violations would have remained unde-

.
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.tected. The licensee's overall system of checks and balances (e.g., QA/QC
program, detailed procedures, pre-operational checkouts) is sufficient to
detect conditions which could adversely affect safety of plant operation as
a result of modifications.

There is a good system for assuring software such as procedures, records, and
~ drawings, are updated or changed as needed as a result of modifications. For
each modification, a traveler form was attached to the modification package
that identified the specific items to be completed prior to plant acceptance.

.
For a package to be accepted with deficiencies, concurrence by licensee sen-
ior onsite management was required. In most cases, piant personnel took a
very firm stand and did not accept the work until it was properly comp'eted.
However, drawing control continued to be a problem as noted in a licensee
audit in that area. The drawing control system is encumbered with too many
distribution points that, in accordance with administrative procedures, re-
quire immediate receipt of revised drawings which is not always accomplished.

The records associated with modifications were generally complete and well
maintained; however, retrievability of these records was cumbersome. Records
pertaining to installation and construction testing, preoperational testing,
and equipment qualification are kept in physically separate files. The
equipment qualification files are currently maintained at the corporate of-
fice. Therefore, review of a complete modification package cannot be accom-
plished at one location. This is significant since there were outstanding
issues'with equipment qualifications, but these issues were not adequately
known by appropriate onsite licensee personnel before modification reviews
were conducted prior to plant acceptance. Close management cttention must
be directed to ensure that the files are integrated to get a complete "pic-
ture" of modification work, such as the area of environmental qualification,
prior to plant staff acceptance.

The need for a more integrated approach for modification record retention
exemplifies itself in the post accident sampling (PAS) system installation.
Although an announced NRC inspection of the PAS was planned, licensee repre-
sentatives assigned to interface with the inspection team could not answer
a number of design questions dealing with the representativeness of samples
collected and with plant shielding for personnel protection in obtaining
relatively high radioactive samples. This was mostly due to a lack of de-
tailed documentation of analyses and studies performed by the licensee. It
is recognized that some of these questions cannot be answered until after
additional modifications to the sampling systems are completed. An addi-
tional time-motion study is planned to further evaluate personnel radiation
exposures.

Overall, management attention is evident in this area, but increased atten-
tion is warranted in certain areas such as interdepartment coordination and
communication. Technical difficulties in meeting restart commitments should
be more promptly reported to the NRC staff and more timely resolution should
be pursued. A better integrated " picture" of all outstanding issues associ-
eted with modification work should be presented to the operations staff at
the time of plant acceptance.

.
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Conclusion

Category 2

Recommendation

Normal NRC attention should be maintained. Discuss the continuing communi-
cation and coordination problems in this area with the licensee.
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J. Licensing Activities

This analysis is based on review of the following licensing activities:
(1) response to NUREG-0737 Items; (2) Fire Protection Program (Appendix R
Requirements); (3) Steam Generator Recovery Program; (4) Pre-Start License
Amendments; (5) Seismic Qualification of Auxiliary Feedwater; (6) Licensed'

Operator Requalification Program Changes; (7) Inadequate Core Cooling In-
strumentation; (8) Plans to Prevent Exceeding Pressurized Thermal Shock
(PTC) Screening Criterion; (9) Long Term Review of Contaiment Purge & Vent;
(10) Effluent Discharge Monitor Relocation; (11) Raising HPI & LPI Bypass
Setpoints; (12) Station Distribution Voltage Verification Test; (13) Post-
Accident Shielding Alternate; and (14) Environmental Qualification.

Comparing the previous assessment period to this period, licensee performance
has trended downward. Licensing submittals, in general, continued to be well
thought out and adequately address regulatory issues, but more of these sub-
mittals during this assessment period manifested insufficient justifications /
analysis to fully address safety concerns. The licensee continued making
progress in implementing the NUREG 0737 long term items and related restart
hearing issues.

Prior planning, prioritization of activities, and corporate mar.agement in-
volvement in licensing activities were evident. In general, the level of
management involvement was apgropriate for the significance of the issue.
For example, the steam generator recovery activity consistently involved the
highest levels of GPUN management. The recovery program was thorough, well
planned, conservative, and technically sound. The licensee's understanding
of the technical aspects of the regulatory issues were generally apparent and
the proposed method of compliance generally conservative and sound. Another
example was the 'icensee's approach to resolve the fire protection (Appendix
R requirements). The approach demonstrated a clear desire to understand the
technical issues which led to technically sound and thorough approaches for
resolution of the issues. For both of these issues, the licensee frequently
posed questions and requested clarification from the staff on technical or
regulatory aspects of-the issues. This tended to assure continued clarity
of the issued to be resolved and minimized false starts, rework, etc.

There is, however, little indication of management involvement in the TMI-1
environmental qualification issue. This cor.:lusion was based on review of
a number of environmental qualification submittals, and a meeting on this
subject with GPUN personnel. Subsequent to the evaluation period, another
meeting and a two-day audit of the environmental qualification files were
conducted. .The results show little evidence of extensive planning for the
TMI-1 environmental qualification program. A new Corporate Policy on en-
vironmental qualification became effective on January 20, 1984; it is not
clear what the previous nolicy may have been. Review of the environmental
qualification files provides no indication of previous management or quality
assurance involvement. Although the files generally seem to contain the
information needed to demonstrate qualification, there is no GPU analysis,
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other than miscellaneous hand-written notes, describing how the information
relates to TMI-1 and why it demonstrates cualification. There was no indica-
tion that environmental qualification decision making was being done at the
appropriate management level. More management attention is needed.

For'certain other licensing issues, there was evidence of insufficient man-
agement review of the analysis / justification for TS changes or other regula-
tory issues. Licensee submittals and/or verbal discussions with licensee
. representatives periodically lacked quality information or did not fully
adJress the associated safety concerns. This weak performance was noted in
submittals to: resolve the reactor building ventilation purge issue; change
TS for minimum ventilation system flow rate; change TS for staffing require-
ments for the Independent Onsite Safety Review Group; and request (on the
day of the evolution) for an " Emergency TS Change" on hydrogen limit in the
waste gas system to support cooldown and depressurization operations. It

appears that the licensee's staff periodically acts hastily on issues per-
ceived to be of lesser significance. In these instances, licensee management
may not be sufficiently involved to produce the same level of performance
seen on more complex issues.

The licensee has been more responsive to those issues that impact restart.
Issues to which the licensee assigns a lower priority also periodically re-
quire submittal schedule extensions. The Control of Heavy Loads is one
issue for which significant submittal extensions have been necessary. There
also have been delays in licensee submittals for NUREG-0737 items that re-
quire post-implementation review and certain other submittals requested by
the staff.

Overall, we find the license responses to NRC concerns are generally sound
and thorough; and acceptable resolutions are generally proposed.

Conclusion

Category 2

Recommendation

Discuss with management involvement in environmental qualification and
. safety analyses for TS changes and other regulatory issues. Continue moni-
toring licensee's progress on Cycle 6 modifications to ensure timely imple-
mentation.
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V. Support Data and Summaries

A .- Licensee Event Report (LERs)
. Tabular Listing
Type of Events: (Table 4 Summary)
A. Personnel Error........................ 12
B. Design / Fabrication . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Construction / Installation Error
C. External Cause.......................... O

D. Defective Procedure.................... 6
E. Compo n en t Fa i l u re . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
X. 0ther..................................._4

Total 50
Licensee Event Reports Reviewed: Table 5 and 6

Causal Analysis (Review Period October 1,1982 - January 31,1984)
Eight sets of related problems were identified. Six are considered significant
and are addressed in the appropriate functional areas.

1. Two LER's addressed defective fire barrier penetration seals. This has been
a recurrent problem due to shrinkage of the silicone foam seal material.
This material was noted from a licensee review in Unit 2. The LERs were
82-014 and 82-016.

2. Three LER's related to the adequacy of design and/or design change modifi-
cations to the plant. They were 82-015, 83-011, and 83-032.

3. Twelve LER's involved instrumentation failures. These are: LER's 83-002,
004, 005, 006, 009, 010, 014, 016, 017, 020, 021, and 030. These can be
further classified as follows: three LER's (83-016, 017, 021) dealt with
with operability of Liquid Effluent Radiation Monitor (RM-L7) and five LER's
(83-004, 005, 006, 009, and 010) dealt with the operability of the Hays Gas
Analyzer. The remaining four LER's involved unrelated instrument failures.

4. Four LER's addressed failure of specific relays (one pneumatic relay and
three different electronic relays). These LER's were 83-077, 023 (special
report), 024 (special report), and 027. There appeared to be no common
cause to these LER's and are not further addressed in this report.

5. Licensee Event Reports 83-008 and 015 were generated due to exceeding the TS
oxygen limits in the Miscellaneous Waste Gas System. The TS do not reflect
additional time needed when restoring the system to required oxygen limits
after maintenance.

6. Four LER's were generated due to improper valve lineups. These LER's were
83-019,-022, 025, and 028.

7. LER's 83-026, 029, and 031 ar e directly related to adequacy of procedure
review.

-_ _. . . . - - - ----.--
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8. LER 83-003 dealt with internal corrosion due to sulfur attack of the RCS
piping. This LER was directly related to LER's in the previous SALP that
dealt with~ corrosion in the OTSG and the waste gas system (NUREG-1019 and
Supplement 1) and is not further addressed in this report.

B. Investigation Activities

As noted in the last assessment report, an investigation was initiated and
this centered around an apparent material false statement by the licensee in
1979 regarding the certification of a licensed operator at TMI-2. Two in-
vestigations related to this issue were completed as of December 1,1982 and
it identified two violations: (1) failure of the license's training and testing
program to satisfy commitments made by the licensee in responding to the
Commission Order, dated August 9, 1979; and (2) the licensee made willful mate-
rial false statements to the NRC in an August 3,1979 letter, and a November
-15, 1979 application for an operator iicense renewal. The licensee has re-
sponded to the Notice of Violation, in a letter dated August 5, 1983, stat-
ing that the investigation reports are needed so as to "... understand and
evaluate the basis for several of your (NRC) findings". Also, the licen-
see's letter required that the time for responding to the Notice be extended
until 30 days after receipt of the requested investigation report (s). The
.NRC Office of IE is currently reviewing the licensee's response.

Several other investigations are in progress by the NRC Office of Investi-
gations. Most of the areas to be investigated resulted from the NRC staff
review of GPU vs. B&W Lawsuit Documents (NUREG-1020, Section 10.10). The
remaining areas under investigation relating to the management integrity
issue are also listed in NUREG-1020, Section 10.10.

-C. Escalated Enforcement Actions

1. Civil Penalties

There were no civil penalties assessed during the assessment period
(see V.B above). However, two civil penalties have been proposed by
the NRC staff. One of the proposed civil penalties deals with the
violation noted above (section V.B) with respect to the training pro-
gram implementation conducted prior to the SALP period and with respect
to the adequacy of the licensee's process for certifying licensed oper-
ators in 1979. The other proposed civil penalty deals with the proce-
dure nonadherence problems noted during the HFT in this assessment
period.

2. Orders

There were no orders associated with escalated enforcement actions
during the assessment period.

3. Confirmatory Action Letters (CALs)

There were no CALs issued during the assessment period.

_
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D .' Enforcement Conferences Helt During'the Assessment Period:
,

An Enforcement. Conference was held November 8, 1933 for apparent numerous
procedure nonadherences that occurred during the'HFT period in September>

1983. An Enforcement Conference was-held December 5, 1983, for the apparent
'.~

' ' loss of controls of Safeguards Information in the Training Building in June
1983.
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TABLE 1
INSPECTION HOURS SUMMARY

THREE MILE ISLAND - UNIT 1
October 1, 1982 - January 31, 1984

HOURS % OF TIME
1. Plant Operations (Shutdown Mode) 1714 26
2. Radiological Controls 487 7
3. Maintenance 240 4
4. Preopreational Testing and Surveillance 1811 27
5. Fire Protection and Housekeeping 218 3
6. Emergency Preparedness 405 6
7. Security and Safeguards 134 2
8. Quality Assurance / Control 326 5
9. Design, Engineering and Modification 1353 20

10. Licensing Activities (No data available)
* Total 6688 100%

* Allocations of inspection hours vs. functional areas are approximations based
upon inspection report data.

.
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' TABLE 2
INSPECTION REPORT ACTIVITIES
THREE MILE ISLAND - UNIT 1

October 1, 1982 - January 31, 1984

Report No. and
Inspection Dates Inspector Areas Inspected

82-19 Specialist Administrative Control Program and Imple-
'

_10/1/82-11/9/82 mentation; Training Program Implementation,
Restart Modification, OTSG, Repair, Anchor
Bolt and Seismic Analysis Outstanding
Items (OIs)

82-20 Resident Routine review of Plant Operations and
9/8/82-10/4/82 Reporting

82-21 Resident Routine review of Plant Operations and
10/5/82-11/8/82 Restart Mods and OIs

:82-22 Specialist Review of Radiation Protection Program
10/12/82-10/29/82 for OTSG Repair

82-23 Specialist Review of Fire Protection / Prevention
-10/18/82-10/22/82 Program

82-24
. Resident Routine Review of Plant Operations and

11/9/82-12/6/82 Restart Modifications

82-25
_

-Specialist Followup on Emergency Preparedness
~11/4/82-11/9/82. Appraisal Items

.
82-26 Resident / Preoperational and Startup Test Program

11/12/82-12/31/82- Specialist Implementation; OTSG Repair; OIs

82-27 Specialist Security Program / Implementation
11/29/82-12/3/82

82-28 Resident Routine Review of Plant Operations and
12/6/82-1/3/83' Reporting

83-01 Resident Routine Review of Plant Operations, Pre-
1/4/83-1/31/83 operational Test; Restart Modification

83-02 Specialist Review of Preoperational Test; Restart
; ._1/4/83-2/5/83 Modification; and OIs on Management
[ Issues

.

^

e

1
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Report No. and
Inspection Dates Inspector Areas Inspected

83-03 Specialist Physical Protection Inspection
1/10/83-1/14/83

83-04 Specialist OIs in Rad Controls and Engineering
1/20/83-2/25/83

83-05 Resident Routine Review of Plant Operations
1/31/83-2/28/83 and Restart Modifications

83-06
_

Specialist Review of Restart Modifications; OIs
3/1/83-8/30/83 and in Management Areas
2/6/83-3/14/83

83-07- Specialist Review of OTSG Repair Process
3/21/83-3/24/83

83-08 Resident Routine Review of Plant Operations includ-
2/28/83-3/28/83 ing maintenance and Reporting; Restart

-Modifications
._

83-09 Specialist Review of_ Restart Modifications;
'3/22/83-4/8/83 _ Plant Operations Outstanding Items

83-10 Resident / Special Inspection to Validate Staff's
4/20/83-4/28/83 Specialist

~ Competence and Integrity
previous position on and Management

t

83-11 Resident Routine Review of Plant Operations, Re-
3/28/83-5/12/83 start Modifications Plant Operations OIs

83-12 Specialist Review of Preoperational Testing and Low
5/9/83-6/24/83- Power Ascension Test Procedures

83-13 Specialist Review of Emergency Plan / Exercise
5/9/83-5/11/83 Commitments and previous OIs
and 6/29/83

83-14 Resident Routine Review of Plant Operations, Re-
- '5/12/83-6/13/83 start Modifications, Preoperational

Testing

83-15 Resident Routine Review of Plant Operations,
6/13/83-7/19/83 Restart OIs

. .

83-16 Specialist Corporate Review of Equipment Safety
_6/13/83-6/29/83 Grade Qualifications

*
,

C-.
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. Report No. and
Inspection Dates Inspector Areas Inspected

83-17 Specialist Review of the Environmental Control
6/15/83-6/29/83 Program

83-18 Specialist Review of Allegations on the Fire
6/23/83-7/15/83 Protection / Prevention Program

83-19 Specialist Review of Restart Modifications; OIs
7/5/83-7/8/83

83-20 Specialist Review of 1978-79 RCS Leckrate Data /
7/15/83-8/9/83 Procedures

83-21 Specialist Corporate Review of Safety Review and
7/18/83-7/22/83 GORB

83-22 Resident Routine Review of Plant Operations,
8/1/83-8/5/83 OTSG Repairs, Preoperational Testing

83-23 Specialist Review of Restart Modification and 0Is
8/1/83-8/5/83

83-24 Specialist Review of Allegations on Welding of
7/26/83-7/29/83 Spent Fuel Pooly

83-25 Resident Routine Review of Plant Operations,
8/29/83-10/3/83 Hot Functional Testing, Reporting

83-26 Resident / Routine Review of Radwaste Operations;
8/24/83-9/6/83 Specialist Release Event

83-27- Specialist Review of Radioactive Waste Transpor-
9/12/83-9/28/83 .tation Program

-83-28 -Specialist Review of Plant Chemistry and Radio-
10/17/83-10/21/83 logical Effluent Control

83-29 Specialist Review of Licensed and Non-Licensed
- 10/17/83-10/21/83 Training Program

83-30 Resident Routine Review of Plant Operations,
-10/3/83-10/31/83 Reporting, and Security Training

83-31 Specialist Review of Public Notification System
11/3/83-11/4/83
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Report No. and
Inspection Dates Inspector Areas Inspected

83-32. = Resident Routine review of Plant Operations,
10/31/83-1/12/84- Review of Surveillance Program, ASLB/

ASLAB Decision Implementation on EFW
and Pressurizer Control, Management
Outstanding Issues

,

83-33 Management Enforcement Conference Concerning
11/8/83 Procedure Nonadherences during HFT

~ 83-34 Specialist Review of Preoperational Test Proce-
:12/12/83-12/20/83 dures and Restart Modification Out-

standing Issues

83-35 Specialist Observation of the Emergency Exercise
11/15/84-11/18/84 on November 16, 1983

*84-01 Specialist Review of Preoperational Test Procedures,
.1/1/84-1/31/84 Training and Restart Modification Out-

standing Issues, Preventive Maintenace
and Surveillance Implementation

84-02 Resident Routine Review of Plant Operations,
1/12/84-2/14/84 Restart Modification and Surveillance

Implementation

84-03 Specialist. Review of the Post Accident Sampling
1/16/84-1/20/84 System

* Time not-included in Table 1

-- . _ _ _ _ __ _ _ . _ . _ , __ - . _ . _ . , - . _ _ - ._
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TABLE 3

TABULAR LISTING OF VIOLATIONS BY FUNCTIONAL AREA

THREE MILE ISLAND - UNIT 1

October 1,1982 - January 31, 1984

.

.A. Number and Severity Level of ' Violations
- 4

Severity. Level I O
Severity Level II O"

Severity Level III 6*
Severity Level IV 7
Severity Level V 9

. Total 22
t

B. Violations vs. Functional Area
1 1

Severity Levels-

FUNCTIONAL AREAS I II III IV V>

-1. - Plant Operations- (Shutdown Mode) 5* 1

- 2. Radiologicaf Controls 1 4 3
'3. Maintenance- -

'

4. Surveillance /Preoperational Testing _ 1 1
'

5. Fire Protection / Housekeeping 1

6. ' Emergency Preparedness
-7. 1 Security & Safeguards
8. Quality Assurance / Control )

9. Design. Engineering, and Modifications 1 4
__10. " Licensing Activities

Totals - 0 0 6 7 9
'

,

'

Tota'l Violations 22

t,

N.

*5 Violations in the plant. operations area were collectively classified as a
Severity III Level.

s
%_ _

%

8

1

4 .|
*
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TABLE 4

VIOLATION SUMMARY 10/1/82 - 1/31/84

THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR STATION

(UNIT 1)

' Inspection
Report - Require- Severity
Item No. ment Level Area Summary

,

82-21-01 10CFR50.59 IV 9 Failure to properly document
the safety evaluation for the
Pressurizer Relief / Safety
Valve Position Indication
System

82-22-04 10CFR20.201 IV 2 Failure to perform an ade-
quate survey of radwaste

83-05-01 Lic.'Cond. V 4 Failure to submit justification
for exemptions to pump and

- valves in the in-service in-
spection/ test program

.83-09-02 10CFR50 App.B V_ 9 Failure to take adequate cor-
Crit. XVI rective action for resetting

vital power breaker trip

83-09-04 10CFR50 App.B V 9 Failure to properly do a clean-
liness flush of the Decay Heat
Leak Detection System

'

83-17-01 Tech. Spec. V 2 Failure to establish a con-
trolled procedure for air
samples

8'-17-03 Tech. Spec. IV. 2 Failure to establish calibra-s

tion procedures for effluent
water composite samples

83-18-02 Lic. Cond. V 5 Failure to provide adequate
quarterly fire brigade training

L83-19-01 10CFR50 App.B V' 9 Failure to properly install

.(83-23) Crit. V anchor bolts in a section of
the EFW System

. .- . - -. . -- - . _ _ , .-. . - - . . .- . . . . .
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83-19-02- 10dFR50 App.B t ,,
, *
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[, V' r "7 9 e 'Fagure to properly' install pipe
' "

*le restFaints ir. a sce. tion'of then + Cr,Itf X , .

? "/ r t/ ,

P,*

),. i . / . .c . . EFW System
~

4 . . . . r
',~ f!*n e" r s -,. j.o '. >

83-25-051 decb.P S per.. '

III* A O ~ FofflUre to maintain con-i-

/ ' jj - ' .y ta'inment integrity
'4 ,<g W ,-

s
, ,

. 2 ; _e , J
'- '

~ . , , . . :,? . 83-25-G4 10CFR50,H(q) III* 1- ( failure to properly classify~

{y/ ' C; .g g .

,JJ ,'an On'u'sual event:
,

?,
. "e{hyFo,ec. III* 1 y Failure to propcS y, establish

,;i)**
< ,

.83-25 05: .

-

',
583-26-06

-

< maintain, and return to normal
- ~- +

t. t

ft,,gy , "%- important safety valves
,

' : . - t . o
'. . ,(B3-26-0.4 .MyhCSpec. III 2 , Failure to properly implement'- q. a o ;, radiological control procedures+ -

- . ' ' " *: t
,

.

, , . :.
~" during a radwaste liner trans-4

cy- '+ 5 ~ fer /
s

a. - 1 I ,
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.A 83-26-08 10CFP50.72 .: i procedures and not1fy NRC.of
' ,

.

- d Tech] Spec. d an u,nplanned release -
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, ,

' '
f

,'OC special temporary procedu:.e
.4

gg ,,, 83-28-01 Tech. Spec. f,' V ~20 Failure to establish procedure
1 .fgr laboratory analysis stan-,, . , ,

.
~~,a c'dards measurements, _ . .

-83-28-02 ~ Tech. Spec. IV 2 Failure to analyze for certain
" , .

.

isotopes in liquid waste4

c
, -
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' tain isotopes in liquid waste

"- co;nposite sampler
, <

,
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,

Inspection
Report - ' Require- Severity
Item No. ments Level Area Summary

. 84-02-02 Tech. Spec. IV 4 Failure to establish proper ac-
ceptance criteria for the reac-
tor building purge isolation.

valves

.

*5 violations 'n the~ plant-operations area were collectively classified as a,

Severity III~ Level.=-
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TABLE 5

TABULAR LISTING OF LERs BY FUNCTIONAL AREA

THREE MILE ISLAND - UNIT 1

October 1, 1982 - January 31, 1984

Area Number /Cause Code Total

1. Plant Operations (Shutdown) 4/A 3/D 9/E 16
2. ~ Radiological Controls 1/A 1/B 1/D 6/E 9
3T' Maintenance 1/0 3/E 4/X 8
4. Preoperational Testing

and Surveillance 1/A 5/E 6
5 .' . Fire Protection

and Housekeeping 1/A 2/B 1/D - 4
:6. Emergency Preparedness 0
7. : Security and Safeguards 0
8. Quality Assurance 0
9. Design, Engineering

and Modification 4/A 2/B 6
10. Licensing Activities 1/A i

TOTAL' 12/A 5/8 6/D 23/E* 4/X 50

Cause Codes:
7 A - Personnel Error

B - Design, Manufacturing, Construction, or Installation Error
C - External Cause.

D -' Defective Procedures
E - Component Failure
X - Other

*This. number includes four special LERs (99/X) voluntarily submitted by the
licensee.

. _ .
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TABLE 6

LER SUMMARY

THREE MILE ISLAND - UNIT 1

October 1,1982 - January 31. ~ 084

LER Number Summary Description

82-014/03L-0 Fire barrier penetration seal #275 was identified to be defective.
The' silicone foam seal material had spearated from the edges of
the fire barrier penetration after curing.

82-015/03L-0 A one and half inch diameter hole was found in the fire barrier
penetration seal on the bottom of the "C" channel RPS cabinet.
Diameter of opening exceeded acceptance criteria thus making seal
inoperable which is required to be operable at all times by Tech-
nical Specifications.

82-016/03L-0 While performing a restart modification acceptance package walk-
down, a void-space in an adjacent fire barrier seal (penetration
in west wall of Relay Room Control Building 347 ft. elevation) was
found to be greater than the space allowed by Technical Specifi-
cations.

83-001/03L-0 While performing Reactor Building purge, Reactor Building ventil-
ation exhaust effluent monitor (RM-A9) iodine channel failed.

83-002/03L-0 While attempting to reinsert a breeker in the 1A ES (Emergency
Safeguard) 480V MCC (Motor Controllvi Center) a ground developed
de-energizing'1A ES 480V MCC. Loss of this MCC caused ventilation'

effluent-monitors from the Reactor Building (RM-A9), Fuel Handling
Building (RM-A4), and Auxiliary Building (RM-A6) to be de-ener-
gized causing the minimum number of instruments required by Tech-
-nical specifications not be operable.

83-003/0lT-0 Special inspection of installed Power Operated Relief Valve (PORV)
found unusual corrosion and pitting ri valve internals. Inspec-

..
tion was to ensure that corrosion found in a prevously installed
PORV had not occurred with the existing PORV.

83-004/03L-0 A drain collection pot drain valve associated with the Hays Gas
Analyzer (Waste Gas System Oxygen and Hydrogen monitor) failed
to open due to corrosion. The analyzer was declared inoperable

e . causing the minimum number of operable instruments to be less
than required by Technical Specifications (TS) 3.21-2.
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LER Number Summary Description

83-005/01T-0 While the Hays Gas Analyzer was out of service for maintenance,
oxygen concentration (9% by volume) determined by grab samples ex-
ceeded TS limit (2% volume). Waste Gas Holdup System was being
returned to service following replacement of several valve dia-

.phragms.

83-0C6/03L-0 Waste Gas System Hays Gas Analzyer was found to have no flow
~through the hydrogen and oxygen rotometers. The analyzer was de-
clared inoperable causing the minimum number of operable channels
less than that required by TS 3.21-2.

~83-007/03L-0 Due to a mechanical failure of a pneumatic relay, alarm and trip
interlock for minimum dilution flow was not activated during a

- plant effluent release. Calculation minimum dilution flow set-
point was conservative and no Technical Specification (TS) allow-
able release limits were exceeded. Failure of the automatic
function is considered reportable per TS 6.9.2.B(2).

83-008/0lT-0 The Miscellaneous Waste Storage Tank outlet pipe was being cleared
by air which resulted in excess oxygen in the tank gas space.
Oxygen concentration in the Waste Gas System exceeded Technical
Specification limit. Oxygen concentration remained in excess of
2% for approximately 4 nours despite a Nitrogen purge effort mak-
ing this event reportable in accordance with TS 6.9.2.A(2).

83-009/03L-0 During surveillance / calibration of the Waste Gas System Hays Gas
Analyzer, the oxygen meter failed to respond to the calibration
gas. The analyzer was declared out of service and reportable per
TS 6.9.2.B(2).

83-010/03L-0 Hays Gas Analyzer oxygen amplifier low channel gain potentiometer
and switch contacts had dirt buildup resulting in an erroneous
indication and alarms. The analyzer was declared inoperable and
reportable per TS 6.9.2.B(2).

83-011/0lT-0 Decay Removal Pump, DH-PlA, shaft bearing failed due to improper
modification to the pump's bearing lube oil system. A contribut-
ing cause was that the Decay Heat Pump bearing temperature alarms
were not being scanned by the computer at the time of the event.
Failure of the pump shaf t bearing made the pump inoperable and
reportable per TS 6.9.2.A(9) since remedial action was required to
prevent-operation in a manner less conservative than assumed in
the FSAR.

83-012/03L-0 While performing functional testing of hydraulic snubber, snubber
MS-209 failed to lock in the tension direction. The snubber failed
due to a damaged seal-ring which was installed backwards. Fail-
ure of snubber to perform properly is reportable under TS
6.9.2.B(2).
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LER Number Summary Description

83-013/03L-0 Carbon Dioxide (C0 ) Fire Protection system bleeder valve
2

developed seat leakage causing system pressure to drop below
300 psig contrary to TS 3.18.4.1. A slight mist of CO was

2
found to be leaking from the safety bleeder valve which should
not have opened until system pressure reached 341 psig.

83-014/03L-0 RM-L6 ion which monitors liquid radioactive waste prior to
entering the mechanical draft cooling tower effluent was found
inoperable. While RM-L6 monitor was out of service, the
minimum number of operable channels was less than that required
by TS 3.21.1.

83-015/0lT-0 While placing the miscellaneous waste evaporator back in opera-
tion, the oxygen concentration in the miscellaneous waste
storage tank was observed at 3.75's. Oxygen remained in excess
of Technical Specifications of 2?; for greater than one hour (1

,

hour and 9 tr.inutes).

83-016/03L-0 Liquid effluent radiation monitor (RM-L7) sample pump SR-P-4
failed due to mechanical binding. With no sample flow, RM-L7
was declared inoperable and constituted operation in a degraded
mode reportable in accordance with TS 6.9.2.B(2).

83-017/03L-0 Liquid effluent monitor radiation monitor (RM-L7) sample flow
control valve was found. inoperable. It is uncertain whether
the valve was closed or clogged with foreign material since the
piping was heavily corroded inside. With no sample flow, RM-L7
was declared inoperable and reportable per TS 6.9.2.B(2).

83-018/0lT-0 Two small-bore snubbers on reactor coolant system (RCS) vent
piping were not being surveilled as required by TS 4.17. The
isometric field sketches identifying the snubber were not
considered when preparing the safety related snubber listing.

83-019/03L-0 While attempting to isolate a vacuum leak, a valve which shuts
off flow to the condenser off gas exhaust monitor (RM-AS) was
closed. Steam generators were not being steamed and there was
no detectable gas activity on the secondary side. Since RM-A5
is required to be operable when condenser vacuum is estab-
lished, this was reportable in accordance with TS 6.9.2.B(2).

83-020/03L-0 Loss of air. flow through RM-A5 (Condenser Off Radiation
Monitor) was due to moisture collection in the monitor sample
line. Initial design provisions were not included to prevent
this. Engineering evaluation is being performed to analyze
moisture condensation problem. With no sample flow, RM-A5 was
incperable until flow was restored and reportable per Technical
Specification 6.9.2.B(2).

|

- - - _ - _
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LER Number Summary Description

83-021/03L-0 Liquid effluent radiation monitor (RM-L7) outlet valve was found
clogged due to corrosion-in the line. No discharges were in pro-
gress, however, with no sample flow, RM-L7 was inoperable and
reportable per Technical Specification TS 6.9.2.B(2).

83-022/01T-0 Due to an improper valve lineup, the makeup tank was being vented
-to the miscellar.eous waste storage tank (MWST). Addition of hy-
drogen to the makeup tank in support of a noncritical heatup caused
the hydrogen concentration in the MWST to increase to a value of
4.6% hydrogen by volume. This resulted in a degraded mode which
is reportable per TS 6.9.2.A(2).

83-023/99X-0 While in cold- shutdown, the control rod drive (CRD) breakers were
checked locally prior to closing the disconnect switches to place
the CRD system into service. The mechanical indicator for one
breaker indicated that the breaker was clsoed while the breaker was
actually open. Control rods were already inserted and breaker was
open. A check of the mechanical indicator found binding of one
part. Licensee is still evaluating this failure.

83-024/99X-0 While in cold shutdown condition, Engineering Safeguard Actuation
System (ESAS) actuation relay (637-18/RB2A coil) was found smok-
ing. Degraded condition was due to either coil end of life or
incomplete " pull-in" of the armature causing the coil to overheat.
De-energization of the coil stopped the overheating condition.
De-energization of the coil is the position which is required for
actuation of the system. Cause is still under investigation by
the licensee.

83-025/0lT-1 During Hot Functional Testing which required containment inte-
grity to be established, a re-verification of the Containment
Integrity Checklist was performed. Manual valve FS-V-405 was
found'open and uncapped. This discrepancy is a violation of
the Technical Specification Limiting Condition for Operation
3.6.1 (as defined by Technical Specification 1.7.C).

83-026/0lT-0 While testing main steam safety valves in hot shutdown condition,
all except one valve (17 of 18) lifted above its allowed lift set-
point tolerance. This resulted in a degraded mode as defined by
limiting condition for operation (Technical Specification 3.4.2).
Improper valve setpoints were attributed to a defective procedure
used to set the valves in 1981.

83-027/03L-0 While performing emergency sequence and power transfer surveillance
Make-Up Pump (MU-P-lC) failed to reenergize. MU-P-lC would not
have remained energized if a safeguard signal was followed by a
loss of off-site power. The cause of the pump tripping was traced
to a variable time delay which was not operating properly.
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LER Number Summary Description

83-028/01T-0 A manual containment isolation valve (IA-V20) in the Instrument
Air system was found open contrary to Technical Specification 3.6.1
requiring the establishment of Containment Integrity. Due to
binding of paint on the stem threads, the stem bushing partially
backed out, the valve was prevented from being fully closed. Ap-
propriate valve components were replaced and the valve shut. In-
spection of similar valves was to be performed by the licensee.

83-029/03L-0 While in hot shutdown conditions, for non-critical steam genera-
tor testing, snubber NSE-18 was found unpinned with the load stud
missing. The load stud connects the rod assembly to the pipe
clamp. With the load stud missing, the snubber was rende.ed in-
operable. This is considered reportable under Technical Specifi-
cation 6.9.2.8(2) as operation in a degraded mode permitted by a
limiting condition for operation (TS 3.16). Cause was inadequate
procedure which should have required application of Loctite or
equivalent adhesive to the load stud nuts.

83-030/03L-0 While in hot shutdown, RM-A5 low (Condensate Exhaust Monitor) ex-
perience intermittent electrici fluctuations which caused the
readout module to indicate a high count rate. The RM-A5 was de-
termined to be inoperable during these periods of faulty indica-
tion thereby entering Action Statement for Tech Spec 3.21-2. The
probable cause of the noise was detector high voltage arcing,
possible due to moisture leaking past the detector seals. This |
detector was replaced. '

83-031/03L-0 Review of Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) surveil-
lance practices revealed a deficiency in loading sequence and
component test and high pressure injection logic channel test
surveillance. Alternate pumps MU-P-18, NR-P-1B, and NS-P-18 are
not tested to verify operability on ES start signal, thereby not
satisfying the quarterly test requirements of Technical Specifi-
cation 4.5.2.4. The cause of the deficiency was inadequate pro-
cedural review for applicable Technical Specification compliance.

83-032/01T-0 An evaluation of instrument line seismic and thermal loads, as
a followup to Maintenance Non-conformance Report (MNCR), determined
that selected instrument lines required modifications in order to
meet the plant's original design basis (USAS B31.1 Code Stress
Criteria). The original analysis of the instrument tubing and
supports by..the NSSS did not account for the thermal growth of the
piping and its irpact on these instrument lines. Installation of
supports and thermal expansion loops for instruments will be com-
pleted prior to criticality.

L |
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LER Number Summary Description

83-033/03L-0 While in hot shutdown conditions for non-critical steam generator
testing, the reactor building high pressure switch setpoint on RPS
channel "A" was found during a surveillance to be 4.2 psig which
is less conservative than the 4.0 psig limit specified in TS Table
2.3-1. This is considered reportable under tech spec 6.9.2.B.(1).
The remaining three channels were within tech spec limits. Cause
was setpoint drift. The pressure switch was recalibrated to trip
at a setpoint within TS.

83-034/03L-0 While degassing the Reactor Coolant System for normal plant cool-
down, hydrogen concentration in the miscellaneous waste storage
tank exceeded 2?J limit per tech spec 3.22.2.5. Nitrogen purging
insured that hydrogen concentration did not exceed 294 for more
than 1 bour. Other points monitored in the waste gas system did
not exceed 2?; hydrogen by volume. Oxygen concentration remained
below 4?J throughout this event therefore, a combustible concen-
tration was not present at any time. This is reportable per TS
6.9.2.B.2.

83-035/03L-0 During a scheduled surveillance test of 30 halon bottles of the
air intake halon system, one bottle was found to be underweight.
The bottle weighed 152 lbs. while the minimum weight was 157.5 lbs.
(Tech Spec 3.18.5) This was considered to be reportable under
Tech Spec 6.9.2.B.2. The 29 other halon bottles weighed within
the limit. The cause was found to be a leaking Schrader valve.
The bottle was replaced with a new one from stock.

83-036/03L-0 While shutdown, during performance of the fire barrier seal in-
spection (Procedure 1303-12.9) 3 fire seals were determined to be
inoperable. This is reportable per Tech Spec 6.9.2.B.2, as a
violation of Tech Spec 3.18.7 because fire seals are required to
be functional "at all times". Fire watch was posted per TS.
Root cause was failure of craft to install the seal properly.

83-037/03L-0 On October 13, 1983 during degassification of the reactor coolant
system the waste gas system H 0 m nit r became inoperable. Per22
TS 3.21-2 grab samples were taken and analyzed within 4 hours.
Results indicated that hydrogen and oxygen concentrations were
within TS limits. This is considered reportable per Tech Spec
6.9.2.B(2). Nitrogen was being added to the waste gas vent header
to control hydrogen concentration within Tech Spec limits. The
governing temporary procedure allowed vent header pressure above
normal operating conditions. The vent header pressure exceeded
the maximum analyzer discharge pressure. Header pressure was re-
duced and the analyzer declared operable the same day.
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'LER Number Summary Description

83-038/03L-0 While in cold shutdown conditions with reactor building purge in
progress, an auxiliary operator found V-2 on RM-A-9 in position 2
rather than position 1. Thus, Reactor Building purge sample flow
had been shut off. This is considered reportable under T.S.
6.9.2.B(2) since RM-A-9 was out of service with Reactor Building
purge in progress resulting in a degraded mode permitted by the
limiting conditions for Operation as defined in T.S. 3.21.2.

83-039/0lT-0 While in cold shutdown, RCS at 134F and 329 psig, it was dis-
covered that the waste gas system H m nitor had been removed from

2
service without a sample having been taken, contrary to Tech Spec
Table 3.21-2. This is reportable per Tech Spec 6.9.2.A.2. A
sample was taken and analyzed immediately upon discovery and Hays
Gas Analyzer was returned to service.

83-040/0lT-0 Licensee Amendment 88 was issued as immediately effective but was
not provided to the licensee until 7 days later. During the 7 day
period, the amendment requirements were not met. Adequate re-
quirements per the previously effective Tech Spec were met.

83-041/99X-0 While in cold shutdown, cracking was observed on_the molded rubber
seat ring of containment purge isolation valve AH-VlB. The valve
seats did not fail to perform their containment isolation function.

Root cause was that there was insufficient adhesion between the
plies of the seat materia.. The cracked seat segment was replaced
in AH-VlB.

83-042/99X-0 While in hot shutdown, while performing the shift walkthrough of
the "A" Battery Room, a CR0 observed cell #29 was leaking. Based

Lupon the amount of leakage out of the cell, the crack is suspected
to be very small . Cell voltage and specific gravity have remained
within surveillance limits. Possible cause may be aging of mat-
erial used to make the cells.

83-043/03L-0 While in cold shutdown conditions, emergency feedwater pump EF-
P-2 failed to start during a surveillance test. The degraded con-
dition was considered to have existed since an oil change on Oc-
tober 2, 1983, which spanned a period of time during hot shutdown

. greater than the time allowed by Tech Specs. This was considered
to be in violation of Tech Spec 3.4.2 and reportable under Tech

'

Spec 6.9.2.A.2.

i- -.-
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LER Number' Summary Description

83-044/0lT-0 During investigation into a field questionnaire (FQ-C-8267) it was
noted that, contrary to safety grade design criteria for electri-
cal separation, EFW Auto Initiation redundant circuits (Red, Green)
were routed in the same cable bundle. This is considered report-
able per T.S. 6.9.2.A.9. This modification was originally de-
signed to meet the initial short term requirement. NUREG 0578
2.1.7a, for control grade circuitry. When the -design criteria was
upgraded to safety grade, this circuitry was not fully reviewed
and upgraded.

83-045/03 L-0 During cold shutdown, the plant effluent flowmeter (FT-146) was
taken out of service for inspection due to erratic indication.
While the flowmeter was out of service, the minimum number of
channels was less than required by T.S. 3.21-1. This is report-
able per T.S. 6.9.2.B(2) as operation in a degraded mode, permitted
by Technical Specifications. Root cause was a slightly misaligned
propeller shaft and occasional slippage of the friction wheel in
the flow recorder causing the flow' recorder to indicate high flow
spikes.

83-346/01T-0 A Nuclear Safety related circuit for the make-up pump lube oil
pressure trip was found to be incorrectly routed (MU-PIC). The
green marked cable was routed in the red channel tray. Some of
the cables for the makeup pump lube oil pressure trip circuit for
MU-P1 A, B and C are routed in non-safety trays. This is reportable

_

per i.S. 6.9.2.A.9. The circuits were originally installed as
non-safety circuits and were not upgraded when the circuit was
modified. This circuit will be disconnected until proper separ-
ation is achieved. Circuits for all makeup pumps will be rerouted
in safety grade raceways.

83-047/03L-0 While in cold shutdown, during telephone circuit rerouting, 2
cable fire seals were identified with no seal material inside
the conduits. A fire watch was posted within 1 hour of
discovery per T.S. 3.18.7.2. 'This is considered reportable per
T.S. 6.9.2.B.2.

.


